MaxiMizing your
ebook sales profits
When you’re looking to sell self-published ebooks, Amazon seems to be the go-to, as it’s
catalogue continues to increase by over one million e-books per year. Although it is definitely a
great starting point (and I’m certainly not suggesting that you avoid Amazon), you do end up
paying a large amount of your profits in commission, to make up for its established audience
and ease of its usability. The fee taken by Amazon is between 35% - 65%, depending on your
ebook.
In this small and hopefully easy to follow guide, I will show you how I use other services
alongside Amazon, to keep as much as 99% of profits from each sale worldwide. Keep an eye
out for the handy tips along the way, too!

A Quick guide to selling ebooks online without all of the ‘middle man’ costs.

The Problems
Let’s start by identifying a couple of the problems, and coming to terms with the harsh
reality of the self publishing.

1. Obscurity

It would be amazing if someone stumbled upon your ebook one day and loved it so
much that they talked and blogged and shared it whenever they got the opportunity,
catapulting your career from unknown writer to fame and fortune over night. The chance of
this happening is so low, of course, that to hit publish and then assume that your work is done
is often the first mistake that a newly published author can make. You can never start too
early when it comes to marketing.
If you are new to the scene, then it will be hard for people to find your books. I mean
really hard. Even when you search for all the right keywords in the right genre and even for
the book title itself, search algorithms will do their very best to put better selling books to the
top of that search result list, and since you’re book is still fresh, then the chances are that
most other people have at least a few sales head start on you. It could push you so far down
the results list that the page hits the bottom and you’re not on it.

Tip – Increasing chance to be found:

Names and auto-correct. It may sound obvious but this is something that I hadn’t
considered until I was already published. My real name as well as my Pen name were both
auto-corrected by Amazon whenever typed into the search bar up until very recently. This
meant that people actively searching for me would need to really go out of their way. This
auto-correction happens across the board, in all sorts of search engines and marketplaces. If
you are wanting to use a Pen Name and haven’t settled on one just yet, then it may be worth
considering auto-correct features when you are making your final choice.

2. Competition

To list a competitively priced ebook, you could
find yourself paying up to 65% in commission to
Amazon. Although this can be reduced to 35% if
you increase your overall ebook price, the
aforementioned obscurity factor comes back into
play. Is someone really going to pay a few dollars
more for your never-before-heard-of book at the bottom of the list, instead of buying the safe
bet book that their friends have been talking about?
If Amazon were to list you on their homepage, then 65% would be a bargain, but paying
higher commission doesn’t help to increase your sales.
Self publishing is a double edged sword. On one hand, it’s fantastic, especially when
you couple it with print on demand services. It gives everyone the power to be a writer and to
get their story out there to the world. This does, of course, mean more competition, but I don't
think that this factor has really made the whole process any harder or easier – it’s just made it
different.
We are in an age of micro-transactions, sometimes referred to as a gig economy. To
settle for Amazon as your one and only source is to miss out on the millions of people
everyday trading a few dollars here and there for slices of the things that make them happy.
Ebooks are a huge part of the audience. Right now, someone, somewhere, is searching for a
book just like yours. Do your best to place it in front of them, but lets also make sure that the
money that they pledge for your creation ends up in your own pockets.

The Solutions
Of course, half of the battle is to increase sales. So what if you can keep 100% profits if
you aren’t selling any books. This takes patience, marketing, passion, and luck. Even if you
have all of those things, it does not guarantee you an increase in sales. Hopefully though, I
have convinced you that marketing your book as well as yourself as a brand, is absolutely
essential.
This brings me back to the issue of commission. If you are the one hosting a web page,
and constantly tweeting, and reviewing, and engaging with your readership, and paying for
advertisements, and pulling all-nighters, then you should not be handing over such a huge
chunk of the money from each sale you bring in!
So. Here we are. The grand reveal.
The reason that I have held off this long before blurting out my solution is because the
method that I use involves a buzz word. This is a word that I was afraid might put you off, or
perhaps discourage you. It’s something that you may already be in to (and if so, then
awesome!) or you may be avoiding like the plague. Just… bear with me here.
I use Crypto Currency.
Wait! Dont close the page yet! How deep you go into the use of Crypto Currency is
completely up to you, but I will show you how to use it as nothing more than a payment
system, much like a cheaper version of PayPal. You will receive crypto coins, and with a click
of a button, they will be converted into Dollars or Pounds or whatever your local currency. No
trading and charts and stock market knowledge necessary!
I hope that you are still with me here, especially those of you writing science fiction. It
almost seems a little crazy if you aren’t accepting bitcoin as a payment method for your near
future cyberpunk Sci-Fi!

Starting Simple: Using other marketplaces

This is the simple method because it requires very little knowledge and can be
implemented rather quickly. There are online marketplaces out there that are similar to
Amazon, except for the fact that they accept Crypto as a payment option, as opposed to
Dollars. Of course, none of them have the audience size that Amazon has, but why should
that be seen as a drawback? Smaller audience means less competition and more chance to
be found by potential readers.
One of my favourite marketplaces is called CoinMall.

This website works best with digital goods, but you can sell anything really, similar to
Gumtree. There are different options depending on what you are selling here. It also
accommodates services, much like Fiverr.com, where you can commission an artist to design
a logo or cover for you. There is also no charge for using CoinMall. The only costs are if you
chose to promote your product internally, where it will gain the ‘featured’ position for however
long and be more prominent in search results.

Websites like these are an untapped goldmine. CoinMall especially so, as it has an
integrated tipping system that works with Reddit, a social media platform that is hovering
somewhere around the seventh biggest in the world. It is the self proclaimed ‘front page of the
internet’, and also home to many writers, publishers, editors, bloggers and crypto enthusiasts.
If you don't use reddit, I would recommend that you take a peek. You may even find someone
to critique some of your work in exchange for a critique of some of theirs, if you so chose.
Back to CoinMall. Because of this tipping bot, people all over the world have small
amounts of crypto, earned just by participating in a discussion on Reddit, that is sitting in
CoinMall just waiting to be spent.
The sign-up for this marketplace is free and requires almost no crypto currency
knowledge (you don't even need to own any). The only basic knowledge you need is
explained to you below. You’ve got nothing to lose by having a look at this site. Why don’t you
go and check it out now? I will wait. Scan or click the QR below to visit the website.

First thing to know: Selecting your Crypto of choice

Many people who aren’t in the Crypto Currency space aren't aware of this, but Bitcoin is
only one of thousands of different digital coins.

Coin Mall accepts payments in a small handful of the ones that have been around for
many years, and are tried and tested. When you list an item for sale on CoinMall it will ask
you which crypto currencies you want to accept. The most popular and most compatible coins
for this situation are Bitcoin and Litecoin, and they will work well with the rest of what I will

explain in this ebook. The accepted coins available on CoinMall all have different traits. I find
this stuff interesting and so I personally would recommend you take a look at them in more
detail when you get some time, but if you don't feel like reading technical documents right
now, that’s alright. At the time of writing (and for the foreseeable future), Bitcoin and Litecoin
integrate well with the converting them back into dollars process. They are the two that I use
on CoinMall.

Second thing: wallet address
Every place that stores Crypto Currency is called a wallet. There are different types of
wallets, but we don't care about that right now. When you make an account with CoinMall, a
wallet is created on your behalf. One wallet for each Crypto Currency (Bitcoin, Litecoin,
Dogecoin, etc). These wallets are usually displayed as a QR code, like the one I just used to
link you to CoinMall. Payments can be sent to your wallet by scanning the QR code, and this
is essentially how people purchase goods on CoinMall. The buyer selects your ebook and
then scans your QR code. This is also how you would deposit more Crypto Currency into your
own account if you then wanted to spend it on someone else’s ebook.
You don't need to do anything with that information right
now, I just needed you to know what I’m talking about when I
later mention your wallet address.
If you can get your head around those two things, then
we should have no problems with the Crypto Currency
integration.
To get your hands on a few Crypto Coins for free, so that
you have some to play around with before committing to
anything, I have an ebook available here, aptly called ‘Crypto
Currency 2018 Easy Start Guide: Get set up with an online
wallet and a small amount of free coins within 5 minutes.’

Using your own website

Hopefully by this point you’ve managed to get your ebook on the CoinMall store without
a hitch. That’s a milestone in itself, so I’d be tweeting and blogging about it, (in fact, that’s
exactly what I did). If you do tweet, be sure to tag me @jbestbooks so I can check it out.
If you are really not interested in creating your own webpage, you may want to skip
down to the final section – converting crypto to dollars.
For authors that are wanting to make a website but still haven't gotten around to it, I
would recommend either Wordpress.com or Weebly.com. Both allow you to create a website
for free, using drag and drop templates that are really quite easy to learn how to use. In my
opinion, Wordpress looks a bit nicer as a finished product, though Weebly allows Crypto
button integration for free, which is a huge plus.

Tip – Use both!

My main homepage is hosted on Wordpress, but when a reader wants to purchase an
ebook with Crypto, it links to a Weebly page with a ‘buy now’ button. Easy.
Of course, eventually you may want a custom domain name, which will require you to
pay, but even so, the smallest priced packages are usually all you need. You could most likely
get away with paying for the ‘personal’ level at only a few bucks a month. It has more features
than you will need, and is a small price to pay for having that established online presence
where you can engage with readers and keep them updated.

Selling ebooks directly

If you are happy to pay a little more for your website package, you can gain access to
widgets. These are basically ‘shopping cart’ buttons that you can drag somewhere onto your
website. This allows people to pay you directly through a payment processor like PayPal or
Swipe, and then download the ebook straight from your website. This is another method that
many people try as it makes sense to be selling your own goods on your own homepage. This
is probably the easiest way to integrate direct sales, again moving commission away from
online marketplaces, however you are still paying for this convenience. When you add up the
monthly costs of running the site at a higher payment tier, as well as the % and minimum fees
taken from each sale, it may not be much more worth your while.
I dont want to discourage you from taking this route, as I do believe it’s a step in the right
direction, but this ebook is about hanging on to the money from your sales, so this is not the
approach that I have taken personally.
We’ve cut out online marketplace costs, now to cut out the payment processor fees.

Website Crypto Store

Well, when I say ‘cut out’ payment processor fees, unfortunately I dont mean completely.
We will reduce them down to 1% though, which is pretty damn good!

‘Coin Payments’ is where we will create our ‘pay now with Crypto!’ buttons. Scan or click
the QR code below to visit Coin Payments, and we will also both receive a small amount of
Crypto in our wallets. What’s not to love?

Once you have signed up with CoinPayments, click on the ‘More’ button and select
‘Merchant Tools’ link. This link can also be found in the footer of most pages. Once there, you
will see that this payment processor also has a plugin, which can be integrated into your own
website. If you are paying the higher price per month anyway, then there is no harm in
integrating this crypto plugin along side your PayPal shopping cart plugin.
The rest of us can ignore this option. We are interested in the ‘simple buttons’ option. Click on
the ‘Button Maker’ link beneath the simple buttons header.

Fill in the form to suit your e-book. Note that not all of the fields are required. Also note
that you can set the price in pounds, euros, or dollars, amongst other things. I recommend
doing this. It means that regardless of how much Bitcoin or whatever Crypto coin fluctuates in
price, you will always receive the amount that equates to your expected dollar, euro or pound
value.

In the field for ‘Success URL’ you will want to put a direct link to your ebook.
To get this direct link, you will need to upload a copy of your ebook somewhere into the
cloud. This could be via a third party hosting site such as:
https://www.mediafire.com/
https://nofile.io/
https://mega.nz/
etc.
Or it could be uploaded directly to your WordPress media area using the WordPress
website. This option is on the sidebar once you log in, In the ‘manage’ section. Click add, then
click your ebook. Once it has uploaded, you can select it, click edit, and it will tell you its direct
link. You will want to copy this. Here’s an example of a direct link to an image on my site
https://jbestpoetry.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/forestsoflife1.jpg
So it should say your site name . files . WordPress and end with your ebook name. I upload a
PDF format but ePUB is also acceptable and compatible with most devices. Be sure to
mention the file type somewhere on the page.
Switch back to CoinPayments and paste your ebook’s direct link into the ‘Success URL’.
The way that this all works is that after payment is successfully received, the purchaser will
get forwarded to a download of the ebook.
Beneath the form, select how you would like your button to look, and then click ‘generate
button’. This will create a block of HTML code at the bottom of the page, for you to copy and
paste somewhere within your Weebly website. You will need to drag a HTML box from the
Weebly design side bar into place first, and then click it to edit the code. Then paste the code
inside this box. The HTML box works the same as the text or title boxes that make up the
page.
Done. You now have a button on your homepage, costing you only 1%, that waits for
payment, and then sends the downloadable file to the reader once payment is confirmed.

Tip – Auto Sweeping!

Back over in Coin Payments, click on Dashboard, then on Your Wallet. Beside your
coins of choice, you will see a drop down list of Commands. If you want to spent as little time
as possible managing your Crypto, you can set your coins to auto-sweep. This means that
every evening, whatever coins are in your CoinPayments are automatically sent off of the
platform. This means that you essentially dont need to log in to Coin Payments again, once it
is all set up. It’s basically an automatic withdraw.
If you’re happy to play around with the coins a tiny bit more, you might notice that some
Crypto Coins have a ‘Convert to’ option once you click on auto sweep. This means that you
can accept payments in any of the 70 currently supported coins and have them automatically
convert into the main coin that you use (still Bitcoin and Litecoin, for the sake of keeping this
running smooth). If you have been doing a little bit of research into different coins, here is
your chance to try a few of them out. See which niche market is most open to your ebook.
You may find a fan base somewhere you had never expected.
Ok, so you can automatically withdraw your coins from CoinPayments, but where do
they go? This is the final part of the ebook! The place that they go, is the place that turns them
back into your local currency!

Converting Crypto to Dollars

This is the part where the wallet addresses come into play.
Converting Crypto into your local currency can be done at a large selection of services,
known as exchanges. The main one globally is called CoinBase. It supports ‘cashing out’ or
selling Crypto back into local currency in these locations, according to their support page that
can be found here.
Austria

Finland

Malta

Belgium

Greece

Monaco

Bulgaria

Hungary

Netherlands

Croatia

Ireland

Norway

Cyprus

Italy

Poland

Czech Republic

Latvia

Portugal

Denmark

Liechtenstein

San Marino

Slovakia

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Although Australia isn't mentioned above, we are thankfully still able to purchase Crypto
at this site. Using CoinBase is how I began my entire Crypto journey. CoinBase is graphically
very clean and simple to use. If you scan or click this QR code, we could both receive $10
worth of Bitcoin after you sign up. Coins bought via CoinBase can be withdrawn using the
same method below, that we will be using to withdraw your ebook sales money.

If you aren’t looking to buy crypto just yet, but just want to convert your CoinMall and
CoinPayments profits into Aussie dollars or British pounds, then my go-to for this is CoinJar.

As you can see from this image,
CoinJar allows you to easily and
instantly switch my Crypto currency
into dollars, and deposits the value
into my bank account. My favorite
part of CoinJar, however, is the
CoinJar swipe card. It allows me to
accept crypto payments from
overseas and spend them instantly
as dollars down at the local pub :)
It is also free to transfer crypto
currency between all CoinJar users,
so any sales made through CoinJar would save you even that 1% commission that
CoinPayments charges. It would effectively be the same as handing someone an ebook in
exchange for cash in hand. Awesome!
CoinJar can be found by scanning or clicking the QR code below. If you use this link, we
will both be rewarded some credits on the CoinJar store, which can be converted into phone
accessories, gift cards, things like that.

Retrieve your Crypto from CoinPayments

To get your Crypto from CoinPayments, CoinMall and wherever else you start
advertising your ebook, you need to copy your CoinJar (or CoinBase, if outside of Australia)
wallet receiving address and paste it into the autoSweep address in the CoinPayment
options. Remember that each coin has its own wallet address.
You can find your CoinJar wallet address by clicking on your Account, selecting your
Everyday Bitcoin account, then clicking on ‘Actions’ and ‘View Address’. Directly beneath the
QR code you will see your Bitcoin address written out in full. It looks like a jumble of letters
and numbers. Copy that and paste it into CoinPayments AutoSweep for Bitcoin. Rinse and
repeat for Litecoin.
If you are using CoinBase to cash out into your local currency, select Accounts, then
select the receive button beneath the Crypto Coin, then select show address.
Please make sure that you only send Bitcoin to your Bitcoin addresses and Litecoin to
your Litecoin addresses. Sometimes the Coins notice the error and the transaction fails, but
sometimes it goes through and you will lose track of your coins. In the event of this, contact
CoinBase or CoinJar support team immediately for assistance.

Retrieve your Crypto from CoinMall

CoinMall works very similarly, except that it doesn't have an auto sweep feature. You will
need to log in and head to your ‘Wallet’ tab, in the overview. Crypto can we withdrawn using
the same technique as above. You copy your CoinJar wallet address and paste it in the Wallet
field, beneath the withdraw option. Note that there is a minimum amount, albeit a tiny one.
There is also a miners fee. This is also tiny, but it will obviously work out more cost effective to
withdraw larger amount at once instead of loads of smaller transactions. At the time of writing,
the miners fee is less than 1 cent, so its nothing to stress over.

Tip – getting more for less

With these huge savings thanks to using Crypto Currency, you may consider selling your
ebook cheaper for people paying with Crypto. You could easily reduce the price but still walk
away with a larger chunk of profits when avoiding the middle men costs. This will also be a
good way to support the Crypto community, and hopefully that support is returned to you. Us
crypto fans love finding new places that we can actually spend the coins that we’ve been
hoarding for so long!

Finale
Sneaky book sale devices
These wooden keychains hold a oneway code, linked to your crypto wallet. I use
mine at conventions and other places where I
meet readers and writers. It saves me taking a
card reader or needing a wifi connection; I can
accept payments for physical copies of my
book just by the reader scanning the keychain
with their phone camera.
As it’s one way, its completely secure from people trying to take coins out of your wallet
via this code. Check them out!
QRKeyChains.Weebly.Com

Tipping is sexy
If you found this ebook useful or you’re just feeling generous, you can absolutely send
me a crypto tip at the below address. Thanks a lot!
Litecoin

LgmxvmE2QWxcqU2idMoZGTvf3qoZRqyqux

Free Crypto Currency in under 5 minutes
Click here to take a look at: Crypto Currency 2018 Easy Start Guide: Get set up with an
online wallet and a small amount of free coins within 5 minutes.

Disclaimer
Whilst I have done my best to give accurate and up to date information, the Crypto
Currency space is fast changing, and of course Amazon and other sites and services that I
have mentioned can change the way they do things at any time. Please do your own research
before buying Crypto Currency. It’s really not as scary or confusing as people make it seem,
but there are real risks of losing your money if you don't take a few basic precautions. All
services mentioned in this ebook are services that I absolutely do use and believe in, except
for the list of Cloud hosting services; The only ones I’ve used to host my ebooks are
WordPress and MediaFire. Some of the links in this ebook are affiliate links. If there are any
updates that I feel significantly alter the methods mentioned in this ebook, then I will make an
updated version to keep the methods current. This will be available at jbestbooks.com and
Amazon.

Last, but not least
Where would an ebook about self publishing be without an advert by a self published
author?

Moppers Anonymous – Jon Best
Leon just wants some fast cash.
Pizza delivery was meant to be a cruisy job, but a dead customer and a
remote controlled assassin soon soured that gravy train. Between
outback hideouts and underground bunkers, Leon stumbles upon the
shady side of his boss’s business.
Turns out pizza’s not the only thing on the menu.
With the Police Company and the Feds pooling resources against him,
will this pizza driver deliver himself somewhere far from anarchy’s
reach, or take up arms with his desperate, pizza lovin’ brothers?

Thank you
Thank you very much and I wish you the best in your self-publishing adventures!
You can get in contact with me on
•

Twitter @jbestbooks

•

Facebook

•

Instagram

•

Website

